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Six fire squads battle tent market blaze 
Workers, firefighters injured; investigations underway

KUWAIT: Firefighters have extinguished a massive
blaze at a tent marketplace at Al-Rai in Farwaniya
Governorate, Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD)

said yesterday. Six fire squads were involved in the
efforts to put under control the fire that left some
casualties and engulfed an area of 5,000 square

meters, the KFSD said in a press statement. Two work-
ers were injured in the fire, while several firefighters
were wounded while trying to extinguish it, according

to the statement. Immediate investigations were under-
way in order to find the exact causes of the incident, it
pointed out. — KUNA

No injuries in aluminum
warehouse fire

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Firemen from the Shuwaikh
Industrial and Shuhada fire stations

put out a blaze reported in an alu-
minum warehouse in Shuwaikh. The
fire was contained in a 320 sq m area.
No injuries were reported. 

KUWAIT: Residency detectives arrested a
policeman for forging entry visas for Arab and
Asian laborers, and found forged transactions
and seals with him. He was sent to the public
prosecution. The suspect used a car with forged
license plates and was charging KD 1,000 per
transaction, a security source said.

Fugitives flee
Two individuals wanted by authorities depart-

ed illegally from Nuwaiseeb border outlet along
with four others, and they were not discovered
until they entered Saudi borders. A Saudi man
and his Kuwaiti wife, who are wanted on financial
cases, along with a relative of the Saudi and three
children left without documentation, only to be
discovered by Saudi authorities, who returned

the two women and detained the Saudi man.
Investigations are underway to find out how they
were able to leave.

Abnormal condition
An employee at an apartment hotel accused a

bedoon man of destroying the door of his room
while being in an abnormal condition. Ahmadi
police responded and arrested the suspect. 

By mistake
A citizen held two Vietnamese men who mis-

takenly entered his house and handed them to
police. The two are in Kuwait on visit visas. They
were released as the house owner refused to
press charges.

Sexual harassment
A female citizen became very scared of a

harasser who stopped her in Jahra, before escap-
ing. The woman could not note down the man’s
license plate numbers. The woman got lost as she
entered Jahra from Sixth Ring Road and found
herself in the stables area, where a man chased and
blocked her. When she called police, he escaped. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times from Al-Rai

Man arrested
on visa forgery
charges

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Public Authority for Manpower is
reviewing work permits to cancel those that have
expired or are unused. Sources said the employ-
ment sector started cancelling permits after making
sure about the data from the residency affairs
department at the interior ministry.

Four percent
Finance Minister Nayef Al-Hajraf justified the

ministry’s non-compliance with appointing four
percent handicapped staff by saying that the Civil
Service Commission did not nominate any quali-
fied person. He said when the commission nomi-
nates someone, they are sent to the departments
for a trial period.

Manpower
authority reviews
work permits


